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Abstract—Technological advancement of Industrial Control
Systems (ICS) and control systems automation over the past
decade has brought greater interconnections of the control
components. Modern control communication systems such as
ModbusTCP are based on open standards that leverage
Ethernet to allow interoperability between solutions from
different vendors. The enhanced exchange of information has,
as a side effect, created cyber security vulnerabilities such as
entry points for hackers. Network monitoring typically applied
to corporate networks is rarely implemented for ICS networks
and should be mandatory for critical systems. Defense-in-Depth
(DiD) is a concept that built on the premise of early detection
and providing alerts of intrusions to guarantee that defensive
action is taken prior to the breach of any critical assets. This
paper validates the new intrusion detection based cyberdefensive architecture by using a Raspberry Pi based
ModbusTCP control system that enables simulation of cyberattacks, and illustrates a mitigation measure with the added
feature of Modbus monitoring using Snort.

communication, through which, IP packets can be embedded
on it and connected with devices on different networks. As
depicted in Fig. 1, Modbus is an application layer protocol at
layer 7 of the OSI model. It can therefore relay over a set of
different protocols. With the open Modbus TCP/IP
specification, Modbus Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
and Internet Protocol (IP) allow Modbus information to be
passed to the TCP where additional information is attached
and given to the IP [4]. A typical Modbus network will have a
remote terminal unit (RTU) or other intelligent electronic
devices that will be monitored or controlled using Modbus
TCP/IP.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

While the use of traditional information and
communications technology security techniques is effective
for vulnerabilities in corporate networks, they do not address
the attacks specific to process control networks. This is due to
the intrinsic weakness of the communication protocols used in
control networks, one of which is a Modbus system, to control
and monitor field devices in critical infrastructure
installations. Modbus was originally published in 1979 by
Modicon as an open serial communication protocol for use
with its programmable logic controllers (PLCs) [1]. Modbus
has since become the de facto standard due to its simplicity
and robustness. Initial design of the Modbus protocol did not
place a high priority on security; hence, Modbus based control
systems are susceptible to classical information security
threats [2]. Modbus neither encrypts traffic, nor verifies the
integrity of messages or authenticates master and slave
devices [3].
Even with the vulnerability, the Modbus control network
is still being popularly used in process control systems.
Furthermore, the Modbus control network is now connected
through the Internet to corporate networks which allows
remote access to the control network and thus to the control
devices. This configuration of “no air gap” control network
opens the door to exploitable vulnerabilities to the connected
devices and poses a threat to not only the normal plant
operation but also public safety [4].
Even though Modbus was originally designed to work over
a serial link like RS-232 or RS-485, it has evolved to an
application layer messaging protocol for client/server

Fig.1. Modbus Communication Stack

Transmitting Modbus TCP messages introduces high
levels of complexity in trying to ensure reliable delivery of
control packets in a real-time process control environment.
The limitations of Modbus can be exploited by hackers to
create havoc on control systems in the form of attacks such as:
Man-in-the-middle attack, Denial-of-service attack, Replay
attack, and unauthorized command execution attacks.
In order to counter the exploitable vulnerabilities of
control networks, an attempt was made previously in securing
fail-safe or fail-operate modes of the control system even
under compromised situations, by applying diversified
defensive control architecture and operation-based resiliency
measures [4]. As illustrated in Fig. 2, the defensive
architecture control system comprises of an isolated
duplicated controller in addition to the networked primary
controller and a supervisor which monitors the two controllers
and their control outputs. This defensive architecture has
shown great potential as a resilient control system against
cyber-attacks and especially an attack using a legitimate
control computer, after maliciously obtaining the credentials
to the authorized computer, which is indeed legitimate to the
control network and the devices of the network [5]. However,
the weakness of the operation-basis defensive architecture is
that, when the hacked device operates closely to its intended
functions, even though the desired fail-operate and resiliency

may be maintained, the presence of unauthorized remote
access to the network cannot be detected.

Fig. 2. A defensive-architecture for networked control systems.

This paper aims to strengthen the operation-basis
defensive architecture control system by adding intrusion
detection monitoring over the control network, so that the
resultant control system is not only immune to the cyber
infiltration but also strong in intrusion detection. The intrusion
detection monitoring can be achieved using any intrusion
detection and prevention software freely available.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next chapter, we
focus on the Modbus control bus monitoring and intrusion
detection. Chapter 3 describes the experimental setup with
actual hardware components to assess the strength and
weakness of the defensive architecture control system. Then
Chapter 4 provides details about the experimentation and
verification performed for the operation-basis defensive
architecture control system with the added control bus
monitoring feature. Two attack vectors, one an internal attack
to the primary controller via the compromised control
engineering workstation and the other, remote hacking to the
control system, are considered in staging cyber infiltration.
Thereafter, Conclusion follows in the next chapter.
II.

MODBUS MONITORING AND INTRUSION DETECTION

Adoption of the defensive architecture into networked
control systems is an acceptable practice that aims to address
the fault and failure scenarios in control system software and
hardware. In further examining the architecture depicted in
Fig. 2, the defensive architecture control system also contains
a hardware based supervisor device which monitors the
signals from the functionally identical two controllers: one
primary networked controller and the other, isolated
secondary controller with the same or safe-mode functionality
of the primary controller. Each controller sends actuation
commands to the supervisor device which is isolated from the
communication network. The supervisor examines both
commands to determine if either is erroneous by comparing
the commands to a database of known sensor values and
corresponding actuator commands. If an abnormal output
signal is provided by the networked controller, the supervisor
switches to the isolated secondary controller and sends a
unidirectional alert message via the internet through a
specified open port to alert the remote Management System
that a potential cyber-attack is present [4].
Despite the resiliency of the operation-basis defensive
architecture control design, an undetected intruder can still

gain unauthorized access to the network without triggering an
operation-based response. The cyberattack on the SCADA
system of the Ukrainian Power Grid in December 2015
provides a recent example of an attack on an industrial control
system. Investigation and analysis using the forensic evidence
left in firewall logs showed that the intruders had gained
access to the network months in advance of the attack. The
intruders used the covert access to do extensive
reconnaissance in order to fully study, understand the system
then plan a coordinated and sophisticated attack [6]. The
added feature of intrusion detection will therefore add another
layer of security and further harden the defensive architecture
control network against such attacks.
An intrusion detection system (IDS) is a system designed
to detect attacks and malicious traffic on a single host or
network. An IDS operates on the premise that there will be a
difference in network traffic between legitimate and
malicious users. An IDS can be implemented at different
locations within a network. It can be positioned directly on a
network device such as a switch, router, host device or it can
be placed on a dedicated device. The IDS processes the data
that travels over the network and sends an alert if it detects
any suspicious data packets. The alerts are written to a log file
which can then be read by network system administrators.
Software can then be used to automatically scan the log file
and report any new alerts.
The IDS we adopt for Modbus control data traffic
monitoring is Snort [7]. Snort is versatile, open source
network IDS software supported by numerous operating
systems including Linux. Snort is the most widely deployed
intrusion detection technology and has become the de facto
standard technology worldwide in the industry. When
operating in Network Intrusion Detection (NID) mode, Snort
matches all captured data packets against rules and takes
appropriate actions such as generating an alert or logging of
files. These functionalities can be leveraged for detection and
prevention of network attacks by applying Snort rules and
signatures to detect Modbus network traffic with malicious
intent.
The detection of abnormal activity for Modbus traffic
monitoring can be done in two different approaches: Statistical
anomaly or rule-based detection.
Statistical anomaly
detection is based on network traffic patterns and user
behavior which are used to form a baseline of the system. This
form of detection is further be divided into profile based
detection and threshold base detection. Profile based detection
forms a baseline for what is considered as normal traffic
behavior and sends an alert if traffic produced by a network or
user diverges from a predefined baseline by a high degree.
Threshold detection defines a threshold for the number of
times a user may execute a particular action or the number of
times that a certain type of network traffic can traverse the
network. An alert is generated if user traffic is exceeds a
predetermined threshold.
On the other hand, rule based detection employs a set of
predefined rules to identify an attack or intruder. The rule
based is further categorized into anomaly detection and
penetration identification. Anomaly detection utilizes rules
which are produced by reviewing previous attack patterns or
signatures of traffic that was malicious. Penetration
identification employs an expert system that contains rules
written by security experts. These rules are then used to search
for suspicious behavior in a host system or on a network [7].

Our Modbus monitoring adopts rule-based detection,
formation of a specific rule of which is detailed in Chapter IV.
As for the traffic generated by industrial control systems
on Modbus, for example, it is by nature mostly static. Minimal
change in network traffic also means that communication does
not change frequently. If a process variable being controlled
by a programmable logic controller (PLC) is maintained in
relatively stable operation then communication parameters
and protocols such as IP addresses, and ports of master and
slave devices will not change frequently. A typical Modbus
network will have controllers or other devices that will be
monitored or controlled using ModbusTCP/IP. The
communication link will in most cases not contain any other
form of communication traffic. If a PLC is being monitored or
controlled on a Modbus network then it is likely that another
communication protocol such as File Transfer Protocol (FTP)
or Dynamic Host Control Protocol (DHCP) will not be
running on the industrial control network.

Fig. 3. Hardware Experimentation Setup.

The Raspberry Pi's are connected in server-client
architecture with Raspbian operating system installed on both.
The experimental procedure involves writing python scripts to
simulate Modbus client and server devices on the same
network using the Raspberry Pi's.

III. ASSESSMENT OF THE CONTROL SYSTEMS OF
DEFENSIVE ARCHITECTURE WITHOUT BUS MONITORING
A. Experimentation Setup
The experimental setup as shown in Fig. 3 consists of a
scaled down hardware testbed version of an electric power
substation with the existing operation based defensive
architecture without using the proposed Modbus monitoring
feature. However, this setup is good for the validation of the
control system with the bus monitoring feature which is
discussed in the next chapter.
The primary and supervisory controllers are represented
by Raspberry Pi mini-computers, and the secondary controller
is represented by an Arduino microcontroller which is network
isolated and performs the same functions as the primary
controller. The network server is a laptop computer running
Microsoft Windows operating system with the LAN interface
connected to the Modbus control network (192.168.0.9). And
a Wireless LAN adapter interface connects to a Howard WiFi network (10.232.100.32). The remote Energy Management
System is represented by another Windows based laptop
which is connected to another Howard Wi-Fi network
(10.232.100.86).
The firewall rules of the supervisor are configured to send
a unidirectional alert message via Simple Network
Management (SNMP) protocol to the Management System if
an abnormal output from the primary controller is captured by
the supervisor or, in the case of Modbus monitoring, an
intruder is detected. The sensor is represented by a DIP switch.
Changing the toggle position simulates a range of conditions
from the field device. The sensor is physically connected to
both the primary and secondary controllers and the supervisor.
The LEDs give a visual indication when signals are being sent
between the three. The command for actuation is given only
after comparing the controller signals against the operational
database.

Fig. 4. Experimental setup
1. Network Switch 2. Redundant controller 3. Primary Controller
4. Supervisor 5. Engineer’s Computer 6. Hacker’s Computer

ModbusTCP communication uses a client-server
architecture with four types of messages; Request,
Confirmation, Indication and Response [1]. Modbus Request
is a message sent on the network by the client to initiate a
transaction. Modbus Indication is a request message received
on the server side, and Modbus Response is a response
message sent by the server. Lastly, Modbus Confirmation is
a response message received on the client side. Fig. 4 is a
screen shot of a session of Modbus TCP communication,
Modbus Request, initiated by the Supervisor Raspberry Pi.
Even though IDS is not used for this experiment, for later
use in experimentation with IDS, Snort is installed and
configured to monitor traffic as well as rules created for
generating alerts that are both logged. Modbus traffic is
generated by sending function code requests from the Modbus
master to the slave. This generates a response with Modbus
traffic that is used to develop a baseline for control data.
The cyber-attacks are performed by an internal intruder
using the manager’s credentials and by an external intruder
using an external IP address for both the operational based
and improved intrusion detection secure. The internal attack
is simulated by creating excessive Modbus traffic using pings
and function code read commands [8].

The experiment illustrates the resiliency of the defensive
architecture control system and the potential safety-threats of
undetected hacker on the control network. The potential threat
is that a small or no-change change to the system settings is
not noticeable by the supervisor and hence the redundant
controller is not activated, leaving the control system blind to
the presence of the intruder.

Figure 5: Modbus Master – Request from a Raspberry Pi

On the other hand, the external intruder attack is staged by
using remote desktop from another PC over the Howard
University Wireless network to the Wireless Network
Interface Card (10.175.77.119) of the Dell laptop which
represents the Engineering Work Station (EWS) for this
Modbus network. After logging on, the hacker is able to
remote desktop via the LAN Network Interface Card
(192.168.0.9) onto the Modbus Master (192.168.0.2) and the
Modbus Slave (192.168.0.3).
B. Internal Attack
The hacker acquires the credentials of the manager’s
computer and uses the built in Windows Remote Desktop
application to successfully remote to the network server using
the IP address 10.232.100.32. The hacker then launches
another Remote Desktop connection and uses the IP address
to connect to the primary controller (192.168.0.2). The hacker
enters the credentials and gains access to the application used
to modify the settings of the primary controller. The hacker
creates two scenarios: modification of the primary controller
and no modification.
If the hacker makes a significant change to the primary
controller which causes the supervisor to quickly detect a
discrepancy and, by the operation-based control, disable the
primary controller and switch control to the secondary
Arduino-based controller, to maintain the normal operation of
the system.

Figure 6: Large Change Detected – Hacker presence assumed

On the other hand, if the intruder accesses the network and
makes an extremely small or no change at all to the primary
controller such that intrusion is not detected by the supervisor.
The primary controller remains active and the system appears
to run normally, but the intruder remains undetected on the
network.
C. External Attack
The intruder using external IP address gets onto the
network server via the internet. The hacker carries out the
same two scenarios for an external attack and gets the same
results.

Figure 7: Undetected Intruder

IV. VERIFICATION OF THE CONTROL SYSTEMS OF
DEFENSIVE ARCHITECTURE WITH BUS MONITORING
FEATURE
An identical attack is staged using the same system but
with the additional feature of network based intrusion
detection included. All other parameters are maintained. Snort
is configured with rules for signature and anomaly based
intrusion detection. Snort rules are configured to send an alert
if an external IP address tries to send an ICMP ping or access
the network. A baseline of normalized Modbus control data
bus network traffic was also gathered using Snort logs over
time and used to set threshold values for anomaly based
network traffic rules and alerts. A critical aspect of deploying
an intrusion detection system on a network is ensuring that the
intrusion detection system sees the data that is intended for
evaluation. This requires comprehensive knowledge of the
network so that other devices such as a firewall does not block
data specifically data going to and coming from the internet.
The configuration used for this experiment is to run Snort in
Network Intrusion Detection System (NDS) Mode. In this
mode Snort runs covertly and hence an attacker will not detect
that Snort is running. Additionally packets and alerts are not
displayed but discretely logged to a secure syslog file.
A. Intrusion Detection with Snort
A Snort rule is developed by initially setting the minimum
parameters then continue adding to the basic rule and
increasing the complexity as required. For example a rule
could be created that only allows discrete input operations on
a network for monitoring only functions, e.g.
alert
tcp
$CLIENT_MODBUS_NET
$SERVER_MODBUS_NET 502\

any

->

(content:!"|02|";offset:7;depth:1;
flow:established, to_server;\
msg:"MODBUS- not allowed
sid:1000001;rev:0;priority:5)

funct

attempt”,

The byte in the 8th position (offset 7) contains the Modbus
function code. The rule will therefore check the function code
of Modbus TCP traffic going from the client network to server
network for function code 2 which is “Read Discrete Input”.
If the function code of the traffic is examined and a non-read
discrete input command is detected then an alert will be
generated with a message:
“MODBUS- not allowed funct attempt”.
For some network configuration and process operations, a
“pass all” rule filtering or an “alert all” could be used to detect
any network anomalies. Since the Modbus network traffic on
a control system is typically static, an “alert all” strategy
allows the easy monitoring of traffic with a minimum number
of rules. Modbus network data is monitored and logged over a
period of time during conditions that are considered normal in
order to create a representative baseline for comparison.
Statistical techniques and tools are then used to analyze the
data to determine a statistical mean which is then used to
define “normal’” network conditions [8].

sends an alert to the Management System based on an
increased level of control data bus traffic indicating the
possibility of an intruder.
On the other hand, if the intruder accesses the network and
makes an extremely small or no change to the primary
controller so that it is not detected by the supervisor, then the
primary controller remains active, and the system would in
general be maintained as normal without knowing there is an
intrusion to the control network. However, Snort detects
higher than normal levels of Modbus traffic, therefore this
finding makes the supervisor switch the control from the
primary controller to the secondary and send an alert to the
Management System. Fig. 7 shows the captured screen of a
Modbus alert displayed on the Supervisor Raspberry Pi sent to
the Management System.

Newer versions of Snort have been developed to include
preprocessor modules for use with SCADA systems to support
the use of Snort with the Modbus protocol. New Snort rules
are free to download and include the latest preprocessors and
rule syntax. Modbus preprocessors scan and decode the
content of bytes in a message and matches function codes. It
also provides options for rules to access certain fields of the
protocol. This makes the designing and reading of rules
simpler so that Snort can be tailored for a particular SCADA
deployment.
In addition to generating alerts, Snort can also be used to
log error conditions for the Modbus protocol. Modbus
provides tools that allow devices to communicate when they
are having trouble. Devices on a Modbus network have the
ability to return Exception codes instead of function codes.
Snort rules can therefore be configured to generate alerts when
an error occurs. Figure 6 shows Snort alerts generated when
an unauthorized function code is attempted.

Figure 8: Alert messages when a function code other than code 2 is used.

Further, Snort has the capability of running in stealth mode
in the background and hence cannot be detected by a potential
attacker. Notifications and alerts can be configured to be sent
automatically to a remote user via SNMP protocol or a Pop up
on Windows via SMB protocol using built-in Microsoft
Windows services.
B. Internal Attack
The hacker again uses the manager’s credentials to carry
out identical attacks. As before, if the hacker makes a
significant change to the controller, the supervisor quickly
detects a discrepancy with the operation-based control and
disables the primary controller and switches control to the
secondary controller. Simultaneously or even earlier, Snort

Fig. 9. Modbus alerts generated by Supervisor against Intruder’s Pinging.

Snort alerts and log messages can be configured to be stored
in a system log file. The messages for this experiment were
stored in the auth.log file where they assigned a timestamp and
priority/severity level so that they can be analyzed at a later
date. The messages in the logs can be used for trouble shooting
or forensic analysis in the event that a hacker attempts to
breach the network. The logs are located in file that can only
be accessed by a user with the highest level of security
privileges which is typically called a “Super-user” with root
access on a Linux based system. Protection of the logs is
critical and should not be accessed by those not permitted. A
standardized period for review of the logs should be
established as if the logs detect an intrusion and no timely
check is done of the logs, then confidential information or an
attack can be triggered if the attacker has the luxury of enough
time before being detected. The auth.log is continuously
monitored by a python script that triggers a signal to switch to
the redundant controller if a new alert is logged.
C. External attack
As previously, the intruder using an external IP address
infiltrates onto the network server via the Internet. The hacker
carries out the same two scenarios. However, in either
scenario, the external IP address is immediately detected by
Snort residing in the supervisor. The supervisor immediately
switches the critical control action to the secondary controller
and sends an alert to the remote Management System.
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V.

CONCLUSIONS
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